INCENTIVE ITINERARY: TANZANIA
INCENTIVE GROUP – TANZANIA: ARUSHA, NGORONGORO & ZANZIBAR
Group of 65 PAX for February 2014
5 nights / 6 days
Itinerary at a glance:
1 night Arusha – Mount Meru Hotel 5*
2 nights Ngorongoro – Ngorongoro Serena Safari Lodge 4*
2 nights Zanzibar – Diamonds Dream of Zanzibar 4*
For more information on our incentive program approved hotels
please check on:
Mount Meru Hotel: www.mountmeruhotel.com, Ngorongoro Serena Safari
Lodge: www.serenahotels.com and Diamond Dream of Zanzibar:
www.diamonds-resorts.com
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DETAILED PROGRAM
Day 0: Departure from home.
Depart from home and take your preferable airline to Tanzania, Kilimanjaro International
Airport (JRO).
Kilimanjaro International airport hosts international airlines such as KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines (KL) code sharing with Air France (AF), Qatar Airways (QR), Turkish
Airlines (TK), Ethiopian Airlines (ET) Kenya Airways (KQ) and several domestic and
regional flights.
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines (KL), code sharing with Air France (AF) has daily flights
from Amsterdam to Kilimanjaro International Airport. This would be an easiest
connection from Europe. Alternatively, clients from Europe can take Turkish
Airlines that land at Kilimanjaro via Istanbul. However, Ethiopian Airlines (ET) and
Qatar Airways (QR) could be the cheapest option in both destinations.
Clients arriving from the Middle East and Asia are advised to take Qatar Airways
(QR), Ethiopian Airlines (ET), and Emirates Airlines (EK)
We can advise flight options and air fares on request to avoid incorrect or complicated
flight bookings.

Day 01: Arrival | Arusha
On arrival at Kilimanjaro International Airport, ABC Africa representatives will be at hand
to assist; we will seek admissions for our lead representative to the visa lobby, who will
assist with paying visa fees. The visa fee is US$ 50 per person. Visas are obtainable on
arrival at the airport however, yellow fever vaccination cards are required for clients
originating or transiting through yellow fever endemic countries. Most countries in South
America and Africa are endemic. After going through immigration and customers
formalities, you will be transferred with 18 to 20-seater coaches (one hour drive) to
Arusha city, where on arrival cold rowels and welcome drinks will be served as check-in
proceeds. Clients’ luggage to move ahead with luggage vans and pre checked in rooms.
Check in at the hospitality desk located at the lobby and collect the keys for the pre
registered rooms.
Group dinner and overnight at Mount Meru Hotel (178 rooms)
The below is a list of optional activities that are available which clients can opt to book for.
Please note they cannot be booked on ground as they have to be pre-arranged.
Private uses of VIP lounge at the airport.
Welcome Beverages at airport
Cold towels at the Airport
Massai dancers to welcome the group
Luggage to travel with luggage vans.
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Day 02: Arusha | Ngorongoro Crater Conservation Area
After an early breakfast at the hotel, you will be picked up by our four wheel drive
vehicles and drive Ngorongoro Conservation area authority (3 hours on tarmac road). On
the way, you will make a stopover at rim of the Rift Valley for fantastic views of Lake
Manyara and its surrounding Lake Manyara National Park. You will be welcomed by the
baboons as you ascent the view point.
Upon arrival at Ngorongoro Serena Safari Lodge, you will check in at the hospitality desk
located at the lobby and collect the keys for your pre-registered rooms. Cold towels and
welcome juice provided as the check in proceeds. Group lunch at the lodge
This afternoon clients will visit a Massai Village. On arrival at the village they will be
welcomed by the Massai dancers, (clients are welcome to participate and of course they
will!) What a wonderful experience! Massai worriors/guides who also can speak some
English will take you through the Massai history and how the Massai people came to East
Africa. You will spend the whole afternoon in the authentic Massai village and share the
indigenous Massai life, visit the museum & village, walking safari in the Massai territory,
learning Massai hunting techniques and more about natural Maasai medicine.
Early evening, drive back to the lodge Dinner and overnight at Ngorongoro Serena
Safari Lodge (72 rooms)
The below is a list of optional activities that are available which clients can opt to book for.
Please note they cannot be booked on ground as they have to be pre-arranged.
Massai dancers to welcome the group.
Sundowner at the crater view.
Spear throwing match with the Massai or mock lion hunt with Massai worriers.
Nature walk.
Empakai Crater visit.
Etc.
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Day 03: Ngorongoro Crater Conservation Area
After breakfast today, you will descend 2000 feet (over 600 meters) to the floor of the
crater for a day tour. The stunning spectacle of the Ngorongoro is undoubtedly one of the
highlights of a safari tour in Tanzania. “There is nothing with which to compare. It is one
of the wonders of the world”, once wrote Professor Bernard Grzimek. This day, you will
explore the forest areas that are inhabited by monkeys and elephants, the lake area,
where you may see the flamingos and the open savannah where the lions hunt for food.
Clients will have hot bush lunch in the Crater which is best presented as a surprise. After
an exciting day of observing animals in the African wilderness, suddenly the drive breaks
into a dream restaurant in the middle of the bush, unbelievably real, with table cloth,
porcelain, glassware, silver cutlery, waiters, a complete restaurant setting. This is the
surprise that never vanished in the minds of travellers who visited Ngorongoro Crater.
Early evening, you will drive back to the lodge for freshen up followed by a bush dinner
served in a dedicated picnic site area around the camp, and served around the camp fire
to give a truly African and Exploreans Safari experience.
Overnight at Ngorongoro Serena Safari Lodge (72 rooms)
The Ngorongoro Crater is at 2,286m above the sea level, and is the largest unbroken
caldera in the world. Ngorongoro is surrounded by very steep walls rising at 600 meters
from the crater floor. The crater was declared a world Heritage Site and a UNESCO
protected area. The views at the rim are sensational. On the crater floor, grassland blends
into swamps, lakes, rivers, woodland and mountains – all a heaven for wildlife, including
the densest predator population in Africa. The crater is home to up to 25,000 large
mammals, mainly grazers – gazelle, buffalo, eland, hartebeest and warthog. You will not
find giraffe as there is not much to eat at tree level, or Topi, because the competition with
wildebeest is fierce. Also you will not find impala. The crater elephants are strangely,
mainly bulls. There are a small number of black rhinos here too. The birdlife is largely
seasonal and is also affected by the ratio of soda to fresh water in Lake Magadi on the
crater floor.
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Day 04: Ngorongoro Crater Conservation Area | Zanzibar
After breakfast at the lodge, you will be picked by our 4 wheel drive vehicles, and drive
back to Arusha for Lunch at Mount Meru hotel follows by a transfer to Arusha airport for
schedule flight to Zanzibar. Luggage is also limited to 23 Kg per person in soft bags. If
clients’ luggage exceeds the allowed weights, cargo planes of the same size are added at
an additional cost. (One and half hours flight)
On arrival at Zanzibar International Airport, Shades of Green representatives will be at
hand to assist; we will seek admissions for our lead representative to the luggage
clearance lobby, who will assist with clients check out and disembarking the planes. Visas
are not required, since Zanzibar is part of United Republic of Tanzania.
Luggage to move ahead with vans and pre checked in rooms, as clients are transferred to
hotel using 18 to 20-seater coaches. (One hour drive)
On arrival at hotel, cold towels and welcome drinks will be served as check-in proceeds.
Check in at the hospitality desk and collect the keys for the pre registered rooms.
Group dinner and overnight at Diamond Dream of Zanzibar Resort
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Day 05: Zanzibar
You will spend the whole day at leisure enjoying a sea breeze, with optional activities as
detailed here under; late in the evening you will enjoy fare well gala dinner served at the
beach.
Accommodation at Diamonds Dream of Zanzibar is booked on all inclusive basis
that entail and runs as follows:
Breakfast, lunch and dinner at Main Restaurant
Soft drinks, house wine, local beer, juices, water, tea, coffee served in the main
restaurant.
Buffet Breakfast service from 07:00am to 10:00am
Buffet lunch service from 1:00pm to 3:00pm
Buffet dinner service from 7:30pm to 9:30pm
The Chop Stick Asian Restaurant opens for lunch
The Boma African Restaurant opens for dinner
The Andiamo Pizzeria opens for dinner
Snacks, morning and afternoon tea, lunch menu served at the Beach bar.
The snack bar serves snacks, Soft drinks, house wine, local beer, juices, water,
tea, coffee.
Pool Bar 2 opens between 10:00am and 1:00 am. Spirits and long drinks are
served between 6:00 pm and 1:00 am.
The le Souk Bar opens between 10:00am / 6:00pm
Soft drinks, beers and water in room fridge.
Free welcome drink to all arrivals.
Gymnastic daily activities (water gym, stretching, jogging) Windsurf equipment
nonprofessional Canoe, Beach Volleyball, Football, Table Tennis, Darts, Evening
Entertainment Programmer Discotheque.
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Day 06: Departure
After breakfast at the lodge, you will be picked up and transferred to Zanzibar
International airport (one hour drive) to catch your international flight back home.
Luggage to move ahead with vans, as clients are transferred to hotel using 18 to 20seater coaches. On arrival at Zanzibar International Airport, ABC Africa representatives
will be at hand to assist; and ensure every client identifies his luggage before being
assisted to check in and clear immigration/ customs formalities. End of our services.
The below is a list of optional activities that are available in Zanzibar, which clients can
opt to book for. Some of these can be booked on ground while others are pre-arranged
and pre booked.
Zanzibar Stone Town Tour.
Spices Tour.
Jozani Forest Tour.
Prison Island Tour.
Kizimkazi Dolphins Tour.
Safari Blue.
Sunset Dhow Cruise.
Etc.
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TANZANIA AND ZANZIBAR HOTELS:
MOUNT MERU HOTEL

www.mountmeruhotel.com
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NGORONGORO SERENA SAFARI LODGE

www.serenahotels.com
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DIAMONDS DREAM OF ZANZIBAR RESORT

www.diamonds-resorts.com
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NGORONGORO OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS:
Activities at a glance:
1. Half day tour to the Massai Village tour (3½ Day) – Rate: USD 67.00 Vehicle
(Included in the program)
2. Walking Safari at the Ngorongoro Crater rim (3 hours) – Rate: US$ 62.00 per
person (Not included in the program)
3. Walking Safari to the coffee plantation at Karatu (3 hours) – Rate: US$ 45.00
per person (Not Included in the program
4. Sundowner cocktail at the Crater rim 2 hours Rate: 62 per person (Not included
in the program)

MASSAI VILLAGE TOUR
A visit to a Massai Boma (Massai Village Tour) is an interesting experience. As you arrive
at the village, excited children and adults welcome you with song and dance, At certain
times, one of the dancers will jump up and down gracefully. The jumps are several feet
high! You may be invited to try jumping - (dancing), too, to your dismay, you will be no
match for their levitation act!!
You will then be welcomed into one of the homesteads in the village, the village huts
(called Manyatta) are made of cow dung and clay plastered over stick frames. This is
quite practical, the Massai maintain cattle herds, and the dung is always in generous
supply, and it's free. One of your hosts will give you an insight into Massai life, some of
them may not speak English but our guides will interpret for you and the elders so that
stories may be exchanged. This is a wonderful opportunity to learn about the history and
lifestyle of these Massai. You may ask as many questions as you like and take
photographs.
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WALKING TOUR TO THE NGORONGORO CRATER RIM
An Ngorongoro Crater Rim walk is a good way to get out of the car without committing to
trekking for several days. It allows you to see tracks and signs and have the feeling of
isolation that comes from trekking in the African Bush. You will be accompanied by an
expert guide and armed ranger for your protection. To start your Ngorongoro Crater Rim
hike you drive to the starting point about 5 kilometres from Ngorongoro Exploreans
Lodge. The walk follows the Western rim of the Crater past the spectacular Oloirobi
viewpoint. There are patches of forest to begin with and later it opens up into grassland.
There are spectacular views down into the Crater on your right as you walk and then
some more great views emerge to your left towards Olduvai Gorge, the Serengeti and the
Gol mountains. This is an easy walk with no steep climbs, just a few gentle slopes. It lasts
about 2 and half hours and can be enjoyed at any time of day though we suggest you
avoid the midday heat. A good time would be either early morning or in the afternoon
after a day’s game viewing.
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WALKING TOUR TO COFFEE PLANTATION IN KARATU
Karatu is the closest village to the Ngorongoro Conservation Area. It is in the northern part of
Tanzania and the south eastern slopes of Ngorongoro Crater. Karatu are a well-known tourist
stop for those wishing to see some local culture. It also provides a cheaper base from which
to explore the Ngorongro Conservation Area without having to pay overnight fees. The local
tribe around Karatu area is known as Iraqee, who both farm and keep cattle. Some tours take
place in this region, for example: the snake hill tour (Which involves climbing to the top of
Mlima Nyoka), visits to Oldean village (this is the historical German settlement), the Rift valley
tour (which you get to hear about the fascinating stories and traditions of the Iraqee people)
and last the Lake Eyasi visit to see the bushmen called 'Hadzabe' who are believed to have
lived there for nearly 10,000 years.
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SUNDOWNERS ON THE RIM OF THE CRATER
An essential part of traditional safari life, the concept of having drinks whilst watching the sun
go down dates back to the time of the great safaris of the 1920's, all of which featured the
serving of elegant ‘bush' cocktails against the unforgettable backdrop of the African sunset.
Timed to commence as the sun starts its descent, which on the Equator is usually around 6
pm, the Ngorongoro sundowner begins with a gentle drive to a scenic spot on the rim of the
Crater, where chairs, lamps, campfire and bush bar with cocktail snacks will already have
been set up. Musical entertainment can also be provided.
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ZANZIBAR OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS:
Activities at a glance: This can be organized at a minimum number of 3 pax
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Zanzibar Stone Town Tour
Spices Tour.
Jozani Forest Tour
Prison Island Tour
Safari Blue
Kizimikaze Dolphins
Sunset Dhow Cruise

US$ 55 per person
US$ 50 per person
US$ 72 per person
US$ 62 per person
US$ 105 per person
US$ 75 per person
US$ 87 per person

The above tours and excursions can be undertaken alone or combined if time allows.

STONE TOWN CITY & SHOPPING TOUR (HALF DAY)
This three & a half-hour tour commences with a visit to Zanzibar’s colorful market. Alive with
the buzz of locals bartering fresh vegetables and baskets of tropical fruit, amongst the heady
smell of Jack fruit (and many other exotic fruits) we continue on to the site of the cathedral
built in 1874. The cathedral signifies a potent time in Zanzibar’s history and stands on the
sight of a past slave market, its high altar standing on the exact site of the whipping post.
Slavery was abolished in 1873 through a decree passed by the then current Sultan of
Zanzibar. From here we visit the residence of the late Sultans of Zanzibar, ‘Tip Tip House’,
the Old Fort, ‘Peoples Palace’ and the House of Wonders’, full of intrigue and vivid history
from a bygone era. The tour ends with a stroll through the narrow streets of the old stone
town, the heart of Zanzibar’s vivacious history with time for shopping. The tour could be in
the morning or in the afternoon.
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SPICES TOUR (HALF DAY)
Since the abolition of the slave trade, spices have been at the heart of Zanzibar enterprise.
The sheer variety highlights the Islands strategic location as well as the depth of cultural
interaction. Indeed no trip to Zanzibar could be considered complete without a visit to one
of our carefully selected spice farms. This involves visiting the spices growing areas to see
different spices and to learn their nature, uses and taste some of them right on the spot
depending on the season. In addition it involves visits to the famous spices producing area
where you can see medicinal, cosmetics, ornamental plants and herbs. Most of the
interesting items are cloves, nutmeg, rambutan, lipstick, iodine plant, lemon grass, vanilla,
henna, shampoo plant etc. Our spice tour offers you the opportunity to indulge your senses
with a kaleidoscope of smells, tastes and textures. From the punch of a chili to the
refreshing succulence of green coconut flesh, we promise that this tour will awaken your
senses. It also provides you with the unique opportunity to purchase these exclusive spices
straight from the source. Finally you will visit the Kidichi Persian Baths that were built by the
first Sultan of Zanzibar named Sultan Said Said bin Sultan in 1850 and Maruhubi Palace
Ruins built by the third Sultan of Zanzibar named Sultan Said Baraghash Bin Said in 1880
which were built especially for housing 99 of his harem. Sensible shoes and hats are
advisable. The tour could be in the morning or in the afternoon.
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SAFARI BLUE (FULL DAY)
The original and the best “Safari Blue” is a full day excursion using locally made traditional
sailing dhows of between 8 to 10 meters in length. We currently operate 6 passengercarrying dhows that are finished to the very highest standards and fitted with outboard
engines, marine VHF radios, gas inflatable life jackets, sunshade, boarding ladder,
waterproof bags and first aid kit. We also have public liability and marine insurance. The
excursion starts at the fishing village of Fumba, 30 minutes drive from Stone Town. Fumba is
situated in the southwest corner of the island and is an ideal starting point to explore Menai
Bay, designated a Conservation Area. The bay has a number of beautiful uninhabited
islands and sandbanks and is frequented by humpback and bottlenose dolphins. On arrival at
Fumba, clients are given a briefing on the day and a life jacket demo. We then board the
dhows and set off to explore the bay and find the dolphins. We are lucky enough to see
dolphins on at least 85% of our trips. Later in the morning we stop on a sandbank where we
set up sunshades and fit the clients with snorkeling equipment. We have a large range of
sizes and good quality equipment. Guides, who can safely lead the snorkeling session and
show points of interest, accompany the clients. For beginners or those who are not confident
swimmers, we have inflatable snorkeling vests and our guides can give tuition. After
snorkeling we offer fresh green coconuts before we move to a desert island for lunch.
During the morning our catering boat has gone on ahead to prepare lunch, which is served
on teak picnic tables set up beneath the shade of some tamarind trees. Lunch is a traditional
Zanzibar meal and includes a selection of grilled fish, slipper lobster, squid, and rice,
tamarind and coriander sauces. A gastronomic fruit tasting follows with a selection of
between 10 to 15 different tropical fruits. Cold drinks are available throughout the day
and include mineral water, sodas and beer. Coffee and Amarula liqueur are also served
after lunch. Toilets are available on the island. When the tide allows we visit a beautiful
mangrove lagoon where it is possible to swim through the mangrove forest. We return to
Fumba by sail and arrive back at 6 p.m. in time to see the colorful African sunset.
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JOZANI FOREST (HALF DAY)
On arrival you will proceed to Jozani Forest, the largest conservation area in Zanzibar and
the only remaining natural mangrove forest on the island, the Jozani Chwaka Bay
Conservation Area is renowned for its hairy ape residents, the Red Columbus Monkey.
Endemic to Zanzibar, visitors come from far and wide to view the highly endangered Red
Columbus Monkey, now numbering only 1500. Due to large-scale cultivation, firewood
collection, harvesting building materials and charcoal and lime making, Zanzibar's forests
have been largely depleted, making the Jozani Chwaka Bay conservation area a
significant natural landscape. Nature lovers can walk through the 100 different towering
tree species and marvel at the rich variety of birdlife and other small wildlife that inhabit the
cool woodland area. The tour could be in the morning or in the afternoon.
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KIZIMIKAZI DOLPHINS (HALF DAY)
After an early transfer to Kizimkazi in Menai Bay, visitors board a local “dhow” and head
off in search of the dolphins. An outboard engine is used for the excursion.
Situated on the southern point of the island, Kizimkazi fishing village is home to several
schools of bottle-nosed dolphins and Humpback dolphins, which can often be sighted
following a short boat trip from the village. If you are lucky, you may be able to swim and
play friendly with the dolphins at close range, which can be a very rewarding experience.
We advise clients to bring waterproof shoes for boarding the dhows and to bring towels,
sunscreen and a spare T-shirt for snorkeling.
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PRISON ISLAND (HALF DAY)
Prison Island is one of the nearest islands from Stone Town, just 20 minutes by boat. It is
also known as Changuu Island. There are many trees and plants on this island and it is a
delight to walk safely and unhindered through the dappled shadows. Birds a bound and bird
watchers will find plenty of species to delight them. Its original use was as a prison and later
it was taken over to be used as quarantine station by the British Army. Another prison was
then built but never used. Today prison Island is a pleasant destination for a day trip. It has
some excellent coral formations just offshore providing a good opportunity for snorkeling.
Another main attraction is the giant tortoises which are over 100 years old. These
tortoises are only found on this island. Not indigenous to continental Africa, the original
tortoises were brought from Aldabra in the Seychelles in an effort to extend the tortoise
conservation efforts. Aldabra is famous for harboring endemic and rare marine life species,
and along with the Galapagos Islands, is one of the worlds few places where giant tortoises
exist. Some of the tortoises at Prison Island were rescued from poachers who were
intercepted on their way from Aldabra to other parts of the world, where they would sell
the animals to private collectors or zoos. These giant tortoises have been living in the Indian
Ocean Islands for over 100 million years, but their numbers have fallen to such critically
low levels that they are now classified as endangered. The adult tortoises of Prison
Island are already producing the next generations, and the future is looking good for the
continued survival of this ancient reptile. We advise clients to bring waterproof shoes for
boarding the dhows and to bring towels, sunscreen and a spare T-shirt for snorkeling.
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SUNSET DHOW CRUISE (2 HOURS)
The tour starts late in the afternoon in Stone Town where you take a ride in one of
our traditional sailing boat of the type used for centuries for carrying cargo between Zanzibar
and the Arabian Gulf. The boat ride will give you an insight into the real Zanzibar.
Our boats are equipped with safety equipment, sunshade, snorkeling equipment and
boarding ladder. Sit back and relax, enjoy the Zanzibar breezes and crystal clear turquoise
waters while sipping a drink accompanied with bites/snacks.
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TANZANIA & ZANZIBAR MAPS AND COUNTRY INFORMATION
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TANZANIA
Serengeti, Ngorongoro, Kilimanjaro, Zanzibar… The names roll off the tongue like a roster
call of Africa’s most alluring destinations, all packed into one country. Resonating with hints
of the wild and exotic, these four alone are reason enough to justify packing your bag and
heading off to Tanzania.
But the list isn’t finished. Bagamoyo, Tabora, Ujiji – stops on the 19th-century caravan
routes into the heart of what was then an unknown continent. Mafia and Pangani – once
famed ports of call for merchant ships from the Orient. Kilwa – linchpin of a far-flung Indian
Ocean trading network. Kigoma, Kalema, Kipili, Kasanga – bustling outposts along the
remote Lake Tanganyika shoreline.
Selous – Africa’s largest protected area. Ruaha and Katavi – insider tips for serious safarigoers. Mahale and Gombe – prime destinations for seeing chimpanzees in the wild. Within
the space of several hours, it’s possible to go from lazing on idyllic beaches to exploring
moss-covered ruins of ancient Swahili city-states; from climbing mist-covered slopes in the
Southern Highlands to trekking through the barren landscapes around Ol Doinyo Lengai,
guided by a spear-carrying Massai warrior.
Yet, despite its attractions, Tanzania has managed for the most part to remain unassuming
and low-key. It has also remained enviably untouched by the tribal rivalries and political
upheavals that plague many of its neighbors, and this – combined with a booming tourism
industry – makes it an ideal choice for both first-time visitors and Africa old hands.
Throughout, Tanzania offers travelers an array of options, set against the backdrop of a
cultural mosaic in which over 100 ethnic groups amicably rub shoulders. While most visitors
head straight for the famed northern wildlife-watching circuit, followed by time relaxing on
Zanzibar’s beaches, Tanzania has much more to offer anyone with the time and inclination
to head off the beaten path…

ZANZIBAR
Zanzibar’s allure is legendary. One of East Africa’s great trading centres, the archipelago
has been for centuries a crossroads of culture, a melting pot of influences where Africa,
India and Arabia meet, a complete change of pace from the mainland, a place where life’s
rhythms are set by the monsoon winds and the cycles of the moon. While Zanzibar gets
most of the attention, the archipelago is also made up of Pemba to the north, plus
numerous smaller islands and islets. Each of the main islands has its own distinct character.
Zanzibar’s major attraction is Stone Town, with its whitewashed, coral-rag houses, quaint
shops, bazaars, mosques, courtyards and squares. Another draw card is its spectacular sea,
edged by fine, white-sand beaches. Although many places have become very developed,
there are still some quiet spots left. Verdant Pemba, in contrast, is hilly, densely vegetated
and seldom visited. Voodoo flourishes amid its hilly terrain, winding creeks lace the
shoreline, and the mangrove-lined coast opens occasionally onto hidden, pristine coves and
bays the colour of emerald.
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TANZANIA AND ZANZIBAR CLIMATE
TANZANIA

ZANZIBAR
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